China International Calling Card User Guide (17900)

Card number is xxxx xxxx xxxx xx (14 digits)
Password is xxxx (4 digits)

How to Make Calls:

To Make International Calls in China:
1. Dial 17900 on your phone in China, press 2 for English prompt (you can ignore Chinese greeting at the beginning).
2. Press card number as above, followed by # key. And press password as above, followed by # key. Then, follow the instruction, simply dial 00 country code, area code, phone number and followed by # key. Check balance: press 11#.

To Make Long Distance Calls in China
Landline Calls: Dial area code and destination number. Area code starts with 0.
Mobile Calls: Dial destination number without area code.

Useful Links:

● Please find call rates at

● If you are not able to send or receive emails, here is settings.
http://china-mobile-phones.com/SMTPworld

● VPN Service
http://china-mobile-phones.com/VPN